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ABSTRACT
Identifying instances when a user will not able to attend to an in-
coming message and constructing an auto-response with relevant
contextual information may help reduce social pressures to imme-
diately respond that many users face. Mobile messaging behavior
often varies from one person to another. As a result, compared to a
generic model considering profiles of several users, a personalized
model can capture a user’s messaging behavior more accurately to
predict their inattentive states. However, creating accurate personal-
ized models requires a non-trivial amount of individual data, which
is often not available for new users. In this work, we investigate
a weighted hybrid approach to model users’ attention to messag-
ing. Through dynamic performance-based weighting, we combine
the predictions of three types of models, a general model, a group
model and a personalized model to create an approach which can
work through the lack of initial data while adapting to the user’s
behavior. We present the details of our modeling approach and the
evaluation of the model with over three weeks of data from 274
users. Our results highlight the value of hybrid weighted modeling
to predict when a user cannot attend to their messages.
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•Human-centered computing→Usermodels;HCI theory, con-
cepts and models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Buzz! A message arrives on your mobile device in the middle of a
meeting and with it comes a familiar sense of pressure and obli-
gation to respond. Research shows that there is an expectation
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of fast responses associated with messaging applications [25, 34].
Recipients are keenly aware of these expectations which, if not met,
can cause negative feelings in the sender and affect social relation-
ships [10, 18]. Often, the recipient apologizes and explains delays
in responding with reasons for their unavailability; e.g., “sorry -
(got a) phone call” [45]. To help reduce the pressure on recipients
and manage expectations on these types of platforms, an intelligent
mobile messaging application that is aware of the user’s context
could proactively respond on behalf of the user, explaining their
unavailability to the sender during inopportune instances.

The first step to explaining user inattentiveness is accurate pre-
diction of it. Attentiveness to messaging is defined as the degree to
which a user is paying attention to incoming messages [34]. A user
is inattentive to messaging if he or she is unaware of an incoming
message or its relevant details such as part of content and sender.
Whether the user responds to the incoming messages or not can fur-
ther depend on factors such as the message content and sender [28].
Our goal is to accurately identify instances when the user is not pay-
ing attention to incoming messages and thus we focus on modelling
attentiveness to messaging rather than responsiveness.

One approach for modelling attentiveness is to aggregate data
from a number of users to train a general model that can iden-
tify common messaging patterns with the assumption that these
patterns are widely applicable to most users [34]. However, smart-
phone usage has been found to vary among people and may not be
general [1, 46, 47]. That is, two users may act differently in similar
contexts. Therefore, a more accurate approach would be to build
personalized models to predict future instances of unavailability
based upon users’ own prior behavior. Previously, studies showed
improved performance by adding personalization into the mod-
elling approach for tasks like call-availability prediction [15, 32]
and interruptibility prediction [30, 33, 40]. At the same time, to be
able to build an accurate personalized model, sufficient usage data
is required for each user. For new users, personalized modelling
approach suffers the ‘cold start’ problem [42]. Due to the lack of
sufficient initial data a personalized model can perform even worse
than a general model [19]. Researchers have explored several ap-
proaches to address the cold-start problem. One such approach has
been to consider group-based modeling; i.e., use only the limited
amount of information about a target user, identify a cluster of
users similar to the target user, and use the behavior of this group
as the basis for modeling [26].

As previously explored in the field of user-modeling, group-based
modeling approaches are useful for supporting users of adaptive
systems when information about individuals is not available or
collecting such information is not desirable; e.g., collecting privacy
sensitive information [44]. In such approaches, users are often
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clustered based on all available information including demographics
and users’ interaction behavior with the system. Consequently,
the same recommendations are provided for all members of the
group. However, group-based personalization models can face three
challenges: (1) including information beyond the implicit users’
interaction with the system such as demographic information can
introduce additional barriers such as privacy concerns associated
with collecting demographic information or requiring the users
to explicitly provide additional information; (2) the performance
of the model can depend highly on the accuracy of the clustering
methods and set of features used in the clustering approach; and
(3) using a group based model after enough personal information
is available can lead to unnecessary sub-optimal performance.

In this work, we present our approach for building an adaptive
hybrid weighted model that attempts to address these challenges in
the context of predicting users’ inattentiveness to mobile messages.
We first present that in context such asmobile messagingwhere rich
user-interaction data is available, a user clustering approach based
on interaction and usage data can outperform clustering approaches
based on users’ characteristics such as age and gender. That is, in
such context, there is no need to collect such additional information.
We then describe our hybrid model of users’ inattentiveness that
is a weighted aggregate of general, group-based, and personalized
models. We present our results of an evaluation analysis of this
hybrid model as compared to each of the separate models. Our
results highlight the importance of the ensemble model to achieve
greater performance in predicting the inattentive state and solving
the ‘cold-start’ problem.

Our work extends prior research in the field of user modeling
by presenting a hybrid modeling approach for tasks that are highly
context dependent and unstable over time. Our paper provides a
detailed description of the modeling approach, supporting future
researchers in replicating and extending our work. Furthermore,
our modeling approach provides the first step towards building an
intelligent messaging agent in which the basis of prediction allows
to identify specific contextual characteristics explaining individual
users’ inattentiveness.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our research is informed by three major areas of relevant work:
(1) prior research that has explored the extent of social pressure
associated with mobile messaging; (2) prior research in modelling
users’ behavior; and (3) prior research in user clustering. Below, we
provide a summary for each area.

Social Pressure and Expectations in Mobile Messaging. It has been
shown that senders expect the recipients to respond quickly to
their messages, and at the same time recipients perceive the same
pressure, at an even higher level [25]. A survey of mobile users
to understand message senders’ interpretation of no response to
their messages shows that a large percentage of senders interpret
it negatively. It was found that only 24% of the senders deem a
recipient as ‘is busy’ while 15.4% respondents speculated that the
recipient ‘is pointedly ignoring me’ or the recipient ‘maybe in
trouble’ (5.7%), among other reasons [18]. These speculations are
further fueled by availability indicators provided by messaging
applications. Pielot et al. [34] showed that cues like ‘last-seen’ time

are not only weak indicators of a user’s attentiveness, but also
create social pressure in the recipient and raise privacy concerns.
A web-based survey of 945 users showed that 46.6% of respondents
completely turned off the last-seen feature in WhatsApp owing to
privacy concerns [37]. This body of research highlights the high
degree of pressure associated with mobile messaging and a lack of
effective solutions to support users of messaging applications.

Modelling Users’ Availability. There has been a significant amount
of work in modelling a user’s availability in the context of mobile
usage, including availability with respect to messaging [3, 13, 34],
or phone-calls [32, 41], as well as modeling user behavior to predict
opportune moments to send notifications to minimize interrup-
tions [27, 30, 51]. Most closely to our work, Pielot et al. [34] showed
that using contextual data from the user’s device like ringer mode,
screen status and proximity status can be used to model their at-
tentiveness to messaging. Their generic model, aggregating data
from 24 users collected for over 2 weeks, achieved 70% accuracy in
predicting a user’s attentiveness state. Avrahami et al. modelled a
user’s responsiveness to instant messages in a desktop environment.
Using (1) IM based features like ‘is message window open?’ and
‘buddy status’; and (2) Desktop features like ‘Previous app in focus’
they achieved an accuracy as high as 90% by utilizing decision trees
to predict whether a user will respond to an incoming message
within 5 minutes. Our work extends the prior research in this area
by investigating a group-based and personalized modelling of avail-
ability and further evaluates how these models can be integrated
for an optimal hybrid model.

Detecting User Groups. Detecting groups of similar users has been
studied extensively in the context of recommender systems for col-
laborative filtering and particularly to tackle the ‘cold start’ problem
for new users who have not yet rated enough items to get accurate
recommendations [17, 38]. Pearson Correlation has been used as
one of most common approaches in calculating users’ similarity
and clustering users [24, 36]. In one approach, the cluster member-
ship was identified by suggesting items to the user to rate which
provide the maximum information gain to distinguish branches
of a decision tree whose leaf nodes represent user clusters [36].
Other approaches have involved clustering users into groups based
on their like or dislike of a specific set of items, such as movies.
Within these groups, rating for unrated items were predicted and
the least error item was selected for recommendation [16]. There
have been other approaches to cluster users based on information
available about them in addition to their behavior in the system,
such as clustering users by their demographic characteristics [31].
User clustering has also been applied to other tasks such as churn
prediction. Yang et al. grouped users based on their daily activity
and ego network on SnapChat into interpretable clusters to lever-
age correlation between users to predict social media churn for a
new user with limited behavioral data [50]. In this work, we explore
demographic vs. usage behavior clustering methods and present
how each of the methods can benefit our overall modelling goal.

3 METHODS
Here, we describe the dataset we used in this study, the types of
features we extracted, our target variable and evaluation metrics.



3.1 Dataset Used
The dataset used in this work was extracted from smartphone
sensor logs of 342 participants collected over an average period of
four weeks. This data was collected as part of a study by Pielot et
al. to predict opportune moments when a user would be willing to
engage with the contents of a mobile notification [33]. The sensor
events in the log correspond to (1) change-based events such as
change in screen status from on to off or unlocked; (2) usage-based
events such as number of incoming messages, notifications and
phone calls; and (3) state-based events captured every 10 minutes
such as battery state and connectivity (e.g., cellular, WiFi) state.

From these sensor logs for each user, we extracted incoming
messaging notification events along with the device and user state
at the time of the notification. Each row of the extracted dataset for
each user corresponds to an incoming messaging notification. We
focus only on notifications generated by WhatsApp messenger 1
since they make up 92% of all notifications by communication
category applications in this dataset.

Our final dataset comprised of 1,375,359 notification instances
from 274 participants spanning an average time-period of 3 weeks.

3.2 Feature Set
Our feature set includes information about the user and device
context at the time of an incoming message. We extracted a total of
72 features belonging to four categories corresponding to

• Current state of the device, for example, device orienta-
tion (portrait/landscape) and semantic location of the user
(home, work or passing), current activity (on foot, cycling)

• Time elapsed since last event, for instance, time since an
application was last opened or an outgoing call was made

• Device usage in the last hour, for instance, number of
notifications received and network data transmitted.

• Device usage in the current day, for instance, percentage
of time spent at home or at work and total battery time.

3.3 Target Variable
The target variable is the user’s attentiveness state at the time of
an incoming message. A user is attentive to messaging if he or
she attends to an incoming message within a threshold of time.
A notification can be attended to by (1) Opening the application
which generated it; (2) Accessing the notification center which
provides relevant details about a notification like sender and part of
the content; (3) Accessing the notification on another device [13].
We picked the threshold for attentiveness based on the median time
to attend a messaging notification, which in our dataset, averaged
across all users was 5.10 minutes.

We used accuracy and F-measure for the inattentive class to
evaluate model performances.

4 MODELLING ATTENTIVENESS
In this section, we describe our approaches for producing both
general and personalized models of user attentiveness to messaging.
In the following section, we explore approaches for building group-
based models that interpolate between these two extremes.

1WhatsApp, https://www.whatsapp.com/

4.1 General Model
We constructed our general model based on the aggregated data
from all the users to form a single model [34]. We utilized a scalable
gradient boosting decision tree approach using XGBoost [8] to build
the model. We set parameters ‘max_depth’ which is the maximum
depth of the tree to ‘5’ and ‘min_child_weight’ which specifies
the minimum weight to further partition the tree to ‘20’ based
on the results from the tuning process. Other parameters had an
insignificant impact on the model performance during evaluation.

To evaluate the general model, we employed 10-fold grouped
cross-validation approach to ensure that the instances for a user are
not split across training and testing folds. This evaluation provides
an estimate as to how the model would perform for new users for
whom training data is not yet available. The general model achieved
an accuracy of 72.28% and F-measure for the inattentive state of
0.651. Table 1 shows the top features identified by the general model
ordered by the ‘gain’ provided to the model.

4.2 Personalized Models
We built individual personalized models by utilizing only a user’s
own messaging data. We trained individual models using XGBoost
with default parameters and number of boosting iterations set to
‘20’. Notification data is time-ordered and might contain sessions of
fast message exchange (instant messaging sessions [3]). This creates
a dependency structure between instances which is not accounted
for in most machine learning algorithms. Thus, randomized cross-
validation would tend to overestimate the model performance while
sequential validation would underestimate it [12, 39]. To be able
to correctly evaluate individual models, we instantiated blocks
of notification instances which arrived close to each other (for
example, within 15 seconds). 10-fold grouped cross-validation was
then performed making sure the instances in a given block were
not used in both training and testing folds.

On average, personalized models achieved an accuracy of 84.21%
and F-measure for the inattentive state of 0.744. Table 1 lists what
fraction of personalized models had the same top feature from the
general model in their top-5 features. It was observed that only
40% of the personal models had the same top feature of the general
model in their top-5 features, suggesting that personalized models
give more weight to variables relevant to the specific user being
modelled.

5 USER CLUSTERING APPROACHES
In this section, we present our approaches to user clustering based
on two common set of features: (1) users’ demographics and (2)
users’ daily interaction and usage behavior. For each cluster of
users that was identified, we built a group attentiveness model
using aggregate data of the members of the cluster utilizing similar
approach as the general model. To evaluate each grouped model,
we performed grouped cross-validation as discussed in section 4.1
to assess the group model performance on its associate members.

5.1 Demographics based clustering
Prior research suggests that age and gender have a significant effect
on smartphone usage patterns [1]. Messaging behavior in particular,
shows high variance across different age and gender groups [29].

https://www.whatsapp.com/


Table 1: Top features identified by the general model along with their score (gain) along with what fraction of users have that
feature in their top 5 features of their personalized individual model and which group models have it in their top-10 features.

Feature name Description General Model
feature-score

Personalized Models:
fraction of users Group Models

timeSinceLastOpenApp # ms since any app opened 7578 40.31% 1,2,3
Screen_Value current screen status 2448 41.47% 1,2,3
timeSinceWhatsAppOpened # ms since any whatsapp opened 1178 17.44% 1,2,3
timeSinceScreenChanged # ms since screen changed 843 22.48% 1,2,3
Charging_Value whether the device is charging 540 2.32% 1,2,3
HourOfDay current hour of the day 466 1.55% 2
App_Value current foreground app 427 4.26% 1,2
CellTower_GSMErr amount of signal error 402 0% -
perc_noloc % time device unable to get loc 394 10.65% -
timeSinceNotifCenter # ms since notif center accessed 391 10.46% 2

Thus, demographics-based grouping forms a good starting point to
identify similar groups of users.

5.1.1 Age-based clusters. Users’ ages in our dataset range from 18
to 66 years. To find appropriate groups of users based on their age,
we used Jenks natural breaks optimization to find breaks in the age
distribution of the dataset. The number of breaks set to five resulted
in a goodness of variance fit (GVF) value of 0.92. The resulting
five categories of age groups along with their attentiveness model
performance are summarized in Table 2.

Only the attentiveness model for age group 44–50 showed signif-
icantly better performance in detecting the inattentive state than
the general model which can be attributed to the fact that members
of this group were less attentive to messaging compared to other
groups (52% inattentive vs 48% attentive instances).

5.1.2 Gender-based clusters. Gender-based groups along with their
attentiveness model performance are summarized in Table 2. Gen-
der 0 makes up 47% of the dataset and its attentiveness model
showed minor improvement over the general model, while Gen-
der 1 model showed lower performance compared to the Group 0
model and the general model.2

Overall, our results show that when considering inattentive-
ness to messaging notifications, group-modeling based on age and
gender does not provide an improvement over our general model.

5.2 Usage-based clustering
Our second clustering approach focuses on clustering users based
upon their daily smartphone usage profile. To do so, we first ex-
plored what set of usage features can most effectively discriminate
users into coherent clusters. Research has shown that variation in
user behavior can observed in different dimensions including loca-
tion semantics [23], application usage [49, 52], movement patterns
and connectivity [46]. Thus, we did not make any prior assump-
tions as to which behavioral categories will exhibit the maximum
variance among users. We extracted an exhaustive feature set from
all types of sensor events comprising of multiple categories such
as (1) context-based features like time spent at home, at work, and
commuting; (2) device-based features like the number of times
2Our data represents gender only as 0 and 1 without association to any specific gender

device was plugged in, screen state changed events, and device
orientation changed events; and (3) communication-based features
like the number of phone calls received, duration of incoming calls,
and number of messages received.

The final behavioral matrix Xi is of the shape N × K where N
(=274) is the number of users and K (=52) is the number of feature
dimensions. Each row of matrix Xi summarizes a user’s daily be-
havior on average. We did not include any demographics-based
features in the feature set.

5.2.1 Clustering Approach. We used a Bayesian Gaussian Mixture
Model (BGMM) utilizing variational inference [2, 4] to estimate the
membership of data points to a cluster. BGMM can be used as an
unsupervised clustering approach which has the advantage of not
needing a pre-defined number of clusters as it chooses the optimal
number of components to best fit the data. We set each component
to have its own general covariance matrix allowing them to adopt
to any shape and position. The number of expectation maximiza-
tion iterations was set to 200 with number of initializations set
to 10. Upon fitting the model to the behavioral matrix Xi three
components or user clusters were returned.

5.2.2 Cluster Analysis and Interpretation. As presented in Table 2,
Cluster 1 included 137 users, Cluster 2 included 87 users, and Clus-
ter 3 included 50 users. To visualize the identified clusters along
dimensions of high variability and find correlated features we con-
ducted principal component analysis [20] of the behavioral matrix
Xi . We standardized each feature fi of Xi before computing the
principal components. The top 3 principal components along with
associated features are summarized in Table 3.

Principal component 1 accounts for 15% of the variance of the
data. The three main features comprised in PC-1 are number of
communication notifications dismissed, number of applications
opened, and number of times notification center was accessed.
The second principal component makes up 9% of variability in the
data and is related to the features such as number of incoming
calls, time spent on incoming calls, and number of missed calls.
The third principal component captures 6% variability of the data
and comprises of features such as time connected to mobile data,
amount of time not connected to a WiFi network, and number of



Table 2: Grouping Summary. The accuracy and F-measure
(inattentive) are computed by evaluating the model formed
from the aggregate data of the members of the group.

Group Users Accuracy F-measure

Age

18-26 50 75.40 0.660
27-35 78 69.84 0.574
36-43 57 69.00 0.588
44-50 50 70.46 0.697
51-66 39 63.45 0.611

Gender 0 128 72.25 0.664
1 146 72.47 0.634

Daily
Behavioral

Cluster 1 137 72.60 0.679
Cluster 2 87 70.59 0.589
Cluster 3 50 71.14 0.704

Table 3: Top three Principal Components for the daily usage
behavioral matrix Xi

Principal Component Feature Score

PC-1
(variance_ratio = 0.155)

num_comm_dismissed +0.286
num_app +0.284
num_notifcenter +0.277

PC-2
(variance_ratio = 0.091)

num_incomingcall +0.351
time_incall +0.337
num_missedcall +0.291

PC-3
(variance_ratio = 0.063)

time_data_conn -0.348
time_wifi_noconn -0.307
num_outgoingcall -0.302

outgoing calls. Principal component 1 based on comprised feature
weights, signifies variability between users in how actively they
check and interact with their phone. Principal component 2 is linked
to how actively a user is engaged in phone calls and principal
component 3 signifies variability between users based on their
network connection status.

Cluster assignments with respect to the top three principal com-
ponents is shown in Figure 1. A clear distinction between the three
identified clusters can be observed on both PC-1 vs PC-2 (Figure 1a)
and PC-3 vs PC-1 (Figure 1b) plots. On further analysis of the three
clusters, it was observed that cluster 2 users show comparatively
more active use of their device as they frequently check their
phones and open higher number of applications throughout the
day. Whereas, cluster 1 users are less active users who receive
lower number of notifications per day and in general have lower
interaction with their device. Cluster 3 users are moderately active
with regards to interaction with their phone but are active callers
as they receive and make relatively more number of phone calls.
They also showmore time on a data connection rather than onWiFi
connection. Further, they spend more time travelling as they have
higher daily on-foot, cycling and in-vehicle times which explains
the longer periods on data connection.

5.2.3 Group-based modelling based on usage clusters. We modelled
attentiveness for each group of users identified by the clusters. As
presented in Table 2, clusters 1 and 3 showed a significant improve-
ment on the mean F-measure for the inattentive state while Cluster
2 exhibited a much lower average F-measure compared to the gen-
eral model. Since cluster 2 users are more active device users, it
becomes harder to detect their inattentive states which is evident
by the imbalance in their class distribution (39% inattentive vs 61%
attentive states).

Previously it has been noted that recency in receiving and mak-
ing phone calls has been directly linked to a user’s availability [33,
35] which would explain the easier detection of the inattentive state
for users in cluster 3 which showed a significant improvement in
F-measure (inattentive) over the general model. Table 1 also shows
which group models share the same top features as the general
model in their top 10 features.

6 ADAPTIVE WEIGHTED MODELING
As discussed before, while personalized models can provide more
accurate modeling of an individuals’ behavior as basis for predic-
tion, they can only achieve that when enough user data is available.
In face of insufficient personal data, a general model can outperform
a personalized model and the group-based model, given correct
association for a new user to a behavioral cluster, would perform
event better. Our results of usage-based clustering analysis show
that the group-based attentiveness model for two out of the three
user groups outperforms a general model for predicting a user’s
inattentive state when compared to a general model. Therefore, if
a new user demonstrates similar daily behavior as users in these
two groups, predicting their inattentive state should be done based
on their matching group model rather than a general model consid-
ering all the users. However, relying on a single type of model may
not be the best approach as: (1) depending upon usage behavior
and lack of initial data, a general model may perform the best for
some users; (2) behavior based clustering approach requires at least
a day of usage data to detect the behavioral group for a user which
may not be representative of the user’s behavior as group member-
ship could change as more data becomes available; (3) even with
adequate amount of data, a personalized model would require time
to adapt to sudden changes in user’s behavior and environment.

As a result, an accurate modeling of user attentiveness requires
different modeling approaches at different stages. Rather than treat-
ing this issue as a model selection problem, we approach it by
building a hybrid model that aims to integrate predictions from
multiple models to be able to adapt to the situations mentioned
above without relying solely on the amount of data available. Al-
gorithm 1 goes over how the adaptive model works. Our hybrid
modeling approach is discussed in detail below.

Given a data point xi , its class yi can be determined by

yi =
∑
c ∈C

wc ∗ yc (xi ) (1)

where C = {cluster ,дeneral ,personalized} is the set of models in
use,wc is the weight associated with model c and ranges between
{0, 1} and yc (xi ) is the class predicted by model c for the data point
xi . For modelling approaches that return the probability of each
class for a given data point rather than the class value, we can



(a) PC-1 vs PC-2 (b) PC-3 vs PC-1

Figure 1: Plot comparing cluster assignments against Top 3 principal components

rewrite equation 1 with the probability value returned by the model
for the inattentive class, Pc (yi = 0):

P(yi = 0) =
∑
c ∈C

wc ∗ Pc (yi = 0) (2)

We can then consider that if P(yi = 0) > 0.5, set the class as
inattentive or adjust that threshold to different values for more
relaxed or more conservative models.

To set the weightswc assigned to each model, the basic approach
can be to set them to a pre-computed static value or as a function of
the amount of data available for a user since heuristically as more
data becomes available the weights for the personalized model
should be increased while reducing the weights for the group and
general models. However, statically set weights would not take into
consideration sudden changes in user behavior which can affect
the model performance.

Therefore, to address this limitation, we propose a dynamic ap-
proach to update the model weights based on how well a model
performed recently for a given user. Previously, accuracy of predic-
tion through RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) has been used to
derive weights for classifiers in the ensemble model [5, 48]. This
method of accuracy-weighted voting does not work well for unbal-
anced datasets [7]. Hence, instead, we use F-measure (for inattentive
class) to determine the ‘fitness’ of a model in the ensemble [7].

Letwt+1
c be the weight of model to be used at the next time step

t + 1, then

wt+1
c =

f tc + α(∆f
t
c )

3∑
m∈C f tm + α(∆f

t
m )3

(3)

where f tc is the performance of model c in terms of f-measure for
the inattentive state at the current time-step t , α is a constant and
∆f tc is the change in the performance of model c from previous
time-step i.e.

∆f tc = f tc − f t−1c (4)

The denominator normalizes the weight to be in range {0, 1}. We
take the cube of ∆f tc to emphasize larger gains while keeping the
siдn of the change in performance. As observed from equation 3,
the weight of the model for the next time-step only depends upon
the model’s performance in the current time-step and the change
in performance from the previous time-step. The term α(∆f tc )

3 will
either reward or penalize the model based on the change in its per-
formance. The parameter α can be tuned based upon the granularity
of the time-step t . If the weights are updated per instance basis,
then α should have a lower value while with day-to-day weight
update, it should be set to a higher value.

This type of weight assignment scheme not only allows the adap-
tive model to adjust to amount of user data available but also to
adopt to users’ most recent behavior. For instance, a user’s mes-
saging patterns might change while on vacation. The personalized
model might not have observed the user’s behavior in this new
environment in the past and thus its performance would likely suf-
fer. Detecting this drop of performance, the adaptive model would
penalize its weight for the next time-step until the personalized
model adapts to this new environment.

Identifying most important features in a model is often essential
to improve the model or in our case, form explanations for users’
inattentive state. To compute the relative importance of features,
we multiply individual feature scores of each model with the model
weight and then pick the top k scoring features. The feature scores
can be the ‘gain’ provided to the model by the feature or other
metrics such as information gain ratio.

7 EVALUATION
The evaluation process that we used has been summarized in Algo-
rithm 2. The objective of the evaluation was to simulate multiple
modelling approaches for a new user and get an estimate of how
each of them perform as more data becomes available over time.



Define:
clu, gen, per = group, general, personal models
f ∗ = set of f-measures of each model
day_usage = aggregate user behavior for the current day
day_instances = message instances current day

Input :x : a new instance of incoming message
Output :state: attentiveness state
begin

/* check if a new day has begun */

if дetday() , current_day then
f ∗ = compute_models_performance(y_preds, y_true)
clu = get_cluster(day_usage)
w∗ = update_weights(f ∗) using eq. 3
per = update_personalized_model(day_instances)
reset f ∗, day_usage and day_instances
current_day = getday()

Pдen (yi = 0) = дen(xi )
Pclu (yi = 0) = clu(xi )
Pper (yi = 0) = per (xi )
P(yi = 0) = combine predictions using equation 2
if P(yi = 0) > 0.5 then

state = inattentive

else
state = attentive

y_preds.add(model, state)
return state

end
Algorithm 1: Adaptive Modelling

For each user, the amount of data available was gradually in-
creased in one-day increments. The available data for the user was
split in proportion of d/k where d is the number of days of data to
use for training and k is the total number of days of data available
for that user. This forms the training set for the personalized model
and the remaining (1 − d

k ) data becomes the testing set. For consis-
tency in the number of users during the evaluation process, we only
considered users with at least 18 days of messaging data available
in our dataset which made up 79% (216) of all users. The general
model was trained as discussed in Section 4.1 while not including
the data of the target user. Similarly, cluster detection as discussed
in Section 5.2 was performed to find and model user groups without
including the target user. To determine initial cluster membership,
only one day of usage data of the target user was utilized and as
more data became available, cluster membership was re-evaluated.
The general and group models were also evaluated on the same test
data as the personalized model. The predictions of all three models
were then combined as discussed in Section 6 to get the predictions
for the hybrid weighted model. We repeated this process for each
user in the dataset and averaged the performance of each model
over all users for each day. The plot comparing the average model
performance with increasing amount of available data in terms
of number of days is shown in Figure 2. It can be observed that
the personalized model performance is considerably low during
the first few days due to the lack of training data. The general and

foreach user u ∈ U do
/* train general model without user u */

дenu = trainдen (data − datau )

/* perform clustering without user u */

clusters = user_clustering(U-u)
for d ∈ ranдe(1,k) do

/* get cluster membership based on average

cumulative daily data for day d */

user_cluster = get_cluster(clusters, dailydu )
/* train group model with similar users

data */

cluu = trainclu (user_cluster )
train_size = d/k
/* get user data split by day, 10 folds */

train_data, test_data = groupCV(train_size)
peru = trainper (train_data)
if d = 1 then

/* Initialize model weights using

training data for day 1 */

w∗ = initialize_weights(train_data)
predдen = дenu (test_data)
predclu = cluu (test_data)
predper = peru (test_data)
predadapt = combine predictions using equation 2
f ∗ = compute_models_performance(y_preds, y_true)
w∗ = update_weights(f ∗) using eq. 3

end
end

Algorithm 2: Evaluation process

group models show consistent average performance throughout the
testing period. Group models, on average, slightly under-performed
compared to the general model as the general model performed
significantly better for one of the discovered clusters in detecting
inattentiveness, bringing the average down.

The adaptive model performs better than all other models during
the starting few days and eventually settles at personalized model
performance. To assess what impact the group model has on the
adaptive model, we included a plot of adaptive model performance
without including the predictions of the group model. It can be ob-
served that there is a performance drop until day 6, confirming that
the group models provide a significant gain to the adaptive model
for the initial few days. While a few days might not seem significant,
but it should be considered that most users decide to utilize a new
application based upon their initial experiences. A disappointed
new user would likely not return to the application [21].

Figure 3, shows how the dynamically assigned model weights
change over time as more data becomes available. This plot can
also be interpreted as the relative model importance with respect
to time. The weight for the personalized model increases sharply as
more data becomes available and after day four, has more weight
than the group and general models. The change in weights subsides



Figure 2: Comparing model performances based on days of
data available

Figure 3: Change in model weights over time

around the 16-day mark with general at 0.312, cluster at 0.307 and
personalized model at 0.381.

8 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we presented an approach for building an ensemble
model to accurately predict instances when users are inattentive
to messaging. We present how this hybrid approach can overcome
challenges faced by different modeling approaches alone. Our ap-
proach allows for the model to adapt to user behavior as more data
is collected by (1) considering a dynamic, usage-based clustering
approach and (2) creating a hybrid weighted model that optimally
combines information about the user being profiled with models of
more general user classes.

Computationally, our approach involves three modelling stages.
First, we must train the general model, which needs to be done in-
frequently unless the user population changes significantly. Second,

we must maintain up-to-date group models, which requires identi-
fying group memberships for individual users, as well as training
group models. While the group membership for a user can change
over time, the group model does not need to be retrained frequently.
Third, we must update the personalized models regularly to be able
to adapt to changes in a users’ behavior and environment. In this
work, we used a batch training approach, which required retraining
the model again as more data became available. This frequent re-
training not only takes up computation resources but also requires
storing batches of user data which can subject the users to privacy
compromises of their personal data. Another approach would be
to use an online or incremental classifier [14, 30, 51]. Incremental
approaches update the model per instance or in mini-batches and
often do not require previously used training data while also re-
ducing the training time significantly [6]. Though in a lot of cases,
they do not perform as well as batch trained models [6, 9, 43].

Being able to accurately detect instances of inattentiveness is the
first step towards the design of an intelligent messaging assistant
to support users during moments of unavailability. Our next steps
include generating textual auto-responses to explain a recipient’s
unavailability to the message sender. These responses can either
be sent on a user’s behalf automatically or provided to the user as
a suggestion. Constructing such responses requires understanding
what contextual factors are affecting a user’s availability at the time
of an incoming message. This information can be extracted from
the user’s attentiveness model which captures the user’s messag-
ing behavior. However, there are a number of challenges involved
in this endeavor, particularly to ensure identification of accurate
and effective [11, 22] information regarding the user’s state and
to ensure protection of user’s privacy. Our future work aims to
design, implement and evaluate an effective messaging support
agent which is also sensitive to users’ privacy concerns.

9 CONCLUSION
In this work, we took the first step towards the design of an intelli-
gent messaging agent which can detect instances of unavailability
for a user and act on their behalf reducing the pressure on them to
keep checking their phone for unanswered messages. We evaluated
multiple attentiveness modelling approaches and observed that
personalized models suffer from the ‘cold-start’ problem, where
performance is poor during initial periods of sparse user data. On
the other hand, general models are not able to achieve high per-
formance due to the diversity in usage and messaging behaviors
amongst individuals. To tackle this issue, we grouped similar users
together based on their daily usage behaviors to identify three
groups, two of which performed better than the general model to
detect inattentiveness for their members achieving F-measures of
0.679 and 0.704 respectively. Finally, we combined the predictions of
all three types of models to create an adaptive hybrid model which
outperformed all other modelling approaches during the initial days
of evaluation and is flexible to changes in user behavior.
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